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CHAIRMAN’S THOUGHTS
What a fantastic win for our juniors in the national Yvette Baker Trophy competition. A year ago they came
second and this year they came first. BOK (Bristol) came a very close second so both DEVON and BOK
benefit from the fact that they have such strong competition in the same region. It is disappointing that their
success was not recognised on the day. The dreaded computer software declared BOK the winner by two
points because it had not been programmed correctly to deal with a 10 th counter (required when you get to a
tie after nine counters). Like all good thrillers the final twist was that the manual calculations in the evening
showed it was DEVON who had won by two points. I guess they will have to return next year and win
again to receive the plaudits on the day! Read the match report later and many congratulations to the whole
team who competed, the counters on the day and to those leading the training over many years – Tess Stone
and Steve Perelle.
Tamar Triple is now a receding memory but together with Cornwall we provided four orienteering events
that the visitors generally enjoyed. Alan Simpson asked for and received some visitor feedback and the
experiences of best and worst event were evenly spread. There were lessons learnt of where we can approve
but I think we got most things right. It was encouraging to discover that for quite a number the biannual
visit to these events was something they looked forward to. Thank you to the many people who worked to
make this a success.
Day 1 was at Fernworthy, a return to some after many years’ absence and for others a new area. As a
committee we have decided to hold Caddihoe 2015 there for the two days of events. We should have access
to the open areas and a section of moor and the planner will not have to modify courses due to the arrival of
a nesting bird. For those who like to plan early the competition is on the slightly earlier weekend of 5 th and
6th September 2015.
The club AGM is on 7th September immediately following the Club Championships at Fire Beacon Hill. If
you are interested in serving on the committee please speak to Steve Perelle or myself. We need a new
treasurer from September and are keen to find someone with those skills able to serve. One of the areas we
have talked about wishing to develop is to have a tent area to offer tea and coffee etc after an event. The
club can provide a tent but we need someone who would lead this initiative to make sure it happens on a
regular basis. If someone would like to do this please speak to any committee member.
Nicholas Maxwell

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of the Club will take place on Sunday 7th Sept 2014 at 2pm
at Fire Beacon Cottage GR SY 109915 with car parking in an adjacent field. .
Directions : This will be signed from The Bowd Inn - at the junction of the A3052 and the minor road from
Ottery St. Mary (see map below). This road is narrow; please be considerate of other road users and
approach from the South.
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A buffet lunch will be available from 1pm. If you can bring a plate of food to share that would be good. Tea
& coffee and juice will be available.
The AGM will be preceded by the Club Championships being run on Fire Beacon hill - see club website for
details so it’s very simple to just stay on for the meeting. Just one thing though: please bring a chair !
Agenda to follow and will be posted on the Club website www.devonorienteering.co.uk
Steve Perrelle, Secretary Devon OC

NEW TREASURER WANTED
Andy Reynolds will shortly complete his 3 years as treasurer. This means we need a new treasurer from 7th
September 2014 (the date of the AGM).
The skills needed are to be happy working with figures and a simple spreadsheet which is used to produce
the accounting figures. It is not essential to attend all committee meetings but reports generated from the
excel spreadsheet need to be completed for each committee meeting. These days a lot of the club's
transactions are made electronically.
Please contact Andy Reynolds or Nicholas Maxwell for more information

CLUB KIT – NEW ORIENTEERING TOPS
The latest order has gone in. If you have missed out ordering and e mail me details immediately and there
may still be time to amend our order with Trimtex.
Vivienne Maxwell
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WELCOME
A big welcome to the following:
Robin Allen M14 Ottery St Mary
Joseph Green M14 Ottery St Mary
Mark Graves M45 Clyst St Mary
Change to contact details
Suki Hannan email zsuzsimorrison@nico63.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS.
South West Middle Distance Champions
M12 Flurry Grierson
M18
M45 Tom McMurtie
M55
M65 Mike Wimpenny
W14
W16 Emily Keenan
W18
W45 Tessa Stone
W60
W70 Ann Hughes

Sean Rowe
Rob Parkinson
Meg Sommers
Emily Stone
Ruth Chesters

A few brave souls ventured up to Northumberland for the British Long Championships at the end of half
term.
There were some very mixed results:
British Champion

Carol Pearce (W65L)

Mike Wimpenny
Emily Keenan
Barbara Keenan
Roger Hateley
Geoff Keenan
Susan Hateley

(M65L)
(W16A)
((W45L)
(M70L)
(M50L)
(W65S)

5th
12th
14th
20th
49th
3rd

In the relay event held next day, the Family Keenan ran an excellent race and came 16th in the Mixed Ad
Hoc class. This class had 40 teams in it and so the result of the Keenan’s is especially pleasing.
Yvette Baker Trophy – Devon are Champions
Devon
980
BOK
978
SO
864

SOUTH WEST LAKES CELEBRATION DAY
South West Lakes held a Celebration Day on 6th July at Burrator reservoir. The celebration was due to a
new visitor centre being opened across the road from Burrator Lodge. The visitor centre is impressive so
take a look when you are next there. One consequence of the new Discovery Centre is that Burrator Lodge
is now up for sale.
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As part of the day, local organisations which use the area were invited to have a stand in the exhibition tent.
This was also very successful with hash groups, mountain rescue, dog obedience classes and many others.
We laid on some beginner courses and a score for any passing orienteers/ helpers. We also provided an
orienteering maze for children to try. Some did quite well once they got the hang of it and remembered to
‘orientate their map’. It was an easy way to ask families to participate and have good conversations with
people. Some then did the longer courses. However, not everyone had appropriate footwear even for paths
so may be some road courses next time with warnings about crossing muddy paths!
Nicholas Maxwell

TBGS “LADS ON TOUR”
After many years of travelling this country it was time for our first foreign “venture” and where better to go
in May than Montenegro and the “Adriatic Open “. Being the nervous type it made sense to keep the
numbers small with just eight junior runners and to get some help in the form of Tom Lillicrap and Ben
Chesters. Their expertise was needed!!
“Karst” is a new experience to most and the practice day led by our two intrepid volunteers was needed.
Interpretation of numerous black lines where rock cliff touched boulder touched another cliff left the head
spinning and one word came more and more to the fore …… Simplification.
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Before that we had the sprint race around the old capital city of Cetinje. Now we are not ones to cheat but
having been staying there for 48 hours already we had a good idea of the general layout which certainly
helped. After a swim in the morning on the beach at Budva we returned and headed into the “quarantine area
“ : another new experience for many.
It was a fun race and In James’s words.
“Although it was just a sprint race and a short one at that of only 1.8 KM I was still a bit nervous as I waited
for them to try and pronounce my name at the call up. However once on the line it all fell into place and
upon picking up my map saw that it was exactly like any other race with an obvious safe option to take to
my first control which I took. One difference though was you had to watch out for cars coming at all
directions as they do in Montenegro. From then onwards it was simple with just a couple of small route
choice errors and I was pleased to complete in a time of just over 8 minutes and being placed 2 nd overall.
James Condon M14
The second race was a middle distance event up in the mountains and it would be fair to say that the nerves I
had about the navigation aspect were being felt by all.
“It seems that our success the previous day had been noticed by the locals who kept coming up to me at the
start saying things like “Hugo Boss “ and “my friend Hugo”. From the start my first control was
deceptively easy with a track heading nicely towards it - a slight diversion away and down into the pit and
there it was. Simple and perhaps this was not going to be so bad after all. A straight bearing to the second
which I also nailed and my confidence levels were rising. The third didn’t look too bad heading away up
and over another track to where the pit should be……… but where is it ? Perhaps a bit further on but no.
According to the map there should be a largish depression to my left but its not there and where am I. All I
can see are trees and rocks with nothing obvious. After a few minutes of headless chicken it became clear
that I would need to head back to something I recognised and start again but even that was not as easy as it
sounds. Recognising P’nut was not what I was thinking of but fortunately he was just arriving at one of his
controls so was able to help. Ouch…. nowhere near where I thought I was.” Hugo Twigger M14
The third day was back up in the mountains again this time in the rockier area!!!! Fortunately for them the
younger ones only had a short excursion into the edge of this.
“Sitting in second place overall just behind James and quite a way ahead of the person in third I should have
been relaxed…. but I wasn’t. Fortunately from the start I had a couple of straightforward controls in what
could be described as alpine meadows running through long grass and wild flowers. My third was up
through the trees to an open mountainside with the control on the West side of a large crag before heading
down to try and find my fourth by a boulder, one of many, back in the trees. Some small errors but nothing
major and it was great to eventually see the final control and the run in. Also nice to see that I had the
fastest time and had gained back my time over James who had also had a good run.”
Matt
Birdsall M14
For the record we came away with a lot of medals.
M65 Tom Lillicrap
1st place
M35 Ben Chesters
1st place
M16 Harry Jamieson
2nd Place
rd
Tom Snow
3 Place
M14 Matt Birdsall
1st Place
James Condon
2nd place
Montenegro is a lovely country to visit, especially away from the tourist beach area. The countryside is
fantastic with brilliant views, the people really friendly and everything is cheap. Yes , the hotel was
interesting e.g yes it did have an indoor swimming pool but it was empty and there were TV’s in every
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room but none of them worked!! but that didn’t matter in the slightest. In the same way the Orienteering
had its moments but when the sun is shining and you are in the mountains who cares
It was a great time away, all really enjoyed themselves and we even started to understand about running in
that terrain. A great big thanks to Ben and Tom who and made it possible. Now we just have the problem of
what we do next. Scandinavia? The Serbian 5 day perhaps or what.

Steve Perrelle

YVETTE BAKER TROPHY
The Story so far
This Inter-Club Junior Competition has been a fantastic focus for the Juniors in this club in recent years. I
first was introduced to it when Ellie was asked to go along with the TBGS boys to enter the competition
with the boys. The excitement on the day create a good team focus so when I started coaching it was
important for me to get all the juniors to be part of it. Three years ago we went to Lincolnshire in winter. It
was the first time the juniors from each camp (East Devon and TBGS) had been shoved together! We
stayed at a scout camp on the Saturday night & we were really pleased to come 4th= overall, just one point
behind Happy Herts. We were determined to do better next year…however the next year a combination of
BOK and terrible storms kept us out of the final, which was in the New Forest! The following year the
competition was moved to the summer so the wait was not as long to get back into the final. The 2013 final
was back up to the West Midlands in Lincolnshire, so we stayed where we had done before, this time they
had the whole of the Scout location to investigate in the day light and was an excellent opportunity for
everyone to get to know each other and build team spirit. The hot day on the Sunday meant a lot of people
wilted but we had an excellent day with the results constantly changing on a live screen throughout the
competition. The top three places were very close, Octavian Droobers winning, Devon 2nd and BOK 3rd. We
were only 2 points behind OD! We were elated and realised the gap was so small; it was possible to close it.
There are lots of clubs with good junior contingents and our biggest rivals are on our door step…BOK, with
very good primary aged juniors on the yellow!
So this year after the great day the Juniors had at Mutters Moor in May for the first round Heat…we started
planning straight away for the final. The final, being in West Sussex, meant that there was not going to be
any other accommodation but camping. This was also going to be the cheapest option too and being
summer was going to add another adventure for the juniors. A parent tipped me off about a suitable place
just a few miles from the event. The TBGS were busy on the Saturday so could not join the East Devon
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group for this part of the weekend. The juniors sorted their own tents and so were in charge of putting them
up organising the space and taking down in the morning. As we were pushed for space in the minibuses we
decided to get the Village Hall to cook/eat meals and get most of the food delivered. ( It was the first time I
had ever done this and was amazed and relieved when it worked!) All went smoothly, a hedgehog in the
noisiest tent of youngest boys after midnight was a small challenge and some rain when we woke up made
taking down the tents a bit delayed but they were all great in sorting it out.
The event was down a long track through a farm and into fields the other side, which were surrounded by
woods. They had number bibs for the juniors so they could do a bit of commentary as they came into the
finish, they had a face painting tent for juniors to put war paint on and this was where most of them headed
for Ellie and Julie Perren to apply the layers. The excitement was increasing. Steve and the TBGS boys had
arrived early too and they were all catching up. We had sorted the juniors into warm up groups so they
prepared themselves at the right time for their start. Being on the start I had no idea how we were getting
on, but when I went back to the assembly area it seemed that no one else had much more of an idea. There
were not many results on display so it was all a bit tense! We heard that BOK and Devon were drawing in
first, but were not sure, We had a number of runners on most courses and as only 4 can count on any one
course we were not sure what the outcome was going to be. Jackie of BOK said she thought we had it when
the tenth person was counted, but then someone else said it may be the 8th counter’s score that may
determine the split between the two clubs, so we were unsure when we went to the prize giving. I was quite
happy with the draw, we were both SW Clubs and it was good to have good relations with this club! I was
really pleased for the juniors at the ceremony, there were so many of them getting podium positions and
made that confirmation for me that this inter Club competition was so good for the them. However, when
they announced BOK were the winners for the YB Trophy there was a pang disappointment, John Dyson
had come up especially to support us and wanted to prove to everyone else that the juniors could do it. I
think the juniors felt the same way, not for too long though, there was fairly good spirits in the minibuses for
the 4 hour journey home. The next day was full of emails and developments, there had been a mistake in the
count back for the tenth position and we had won after all! WELL DONE To ALL YOU…. You are a great
team!
I had a great team with me too, so thanks to Barbara Keenan, Tom McMurtrie, Julie Perren and Paul
Rutherford.
Tess Stone

Yvette Baker – Competitor’s Reports
On the 6th of July a group of 21 juniors travelled from Devon to Ashington, West Sussex to compete in the
Final of the Yvette Baker trophy competition. Last year Devon came second to Octavian Droobers by a
narrow 2 points, so we were all determined to beat them and BOK who came third last year.
After spending the night in tents, we prepared ourselves for the event. At the venue (some farmer’s fields
nearby) we met up with the rest of our Team from Torquay Boys Grammar School. We then spent a while
doing each other’s face paints before we actually ran our courses.
The terrain was mixed with a bit of open land, but mainly forest with a good path network lots of water
features and varying levels of undergrowth. In total we had 33 runners on the four different courses: Yellow,
Orange, Light Green and Green. There were many brilliant results, including many runners coming in the
top 3 for their gender on their course::
Flurry Grierson – 1st Male on Orange
Mary Conway – 1st Female on Orange
nd
Suki Hannan – 2 Female on Orange Jonty Eaton-Hart – 2nd Male on lt Green
Grey Grierson – 3rd Male on Green Ellie Stone – 2nd Female on Green
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Emily Keenan – 3rd Female on Green
The 9 best scores from each team made up the score (1st being worth 100, 2nd 99 etc.) and due to this we
actually drew with BOK exactly. At the prize ceremony at the event it was announced that BOK had won
and we had come second. However after the organisers analysed the results, and when our tenth runners
were correctly used in the final score we came 1st and BOK came 2nd with a 2 point margin.
It was a great weekend and we were all very happy to hear the good result, which is down to all the training
we do weekly all year round. This could not have happened without Tess and Steve who run the training
sessions for East Devon Juniors and TBGS juniors, so many thanks to both of them!
Jonty Eaton-Hart M16

On Saturday, East Devon Juniors crowded into the minibuses on our fancy new t- shirts. The only minor
hold-up was me forgetting my lunch, but before long we were off!! After a four hour journey, we got to the
campsite, where we set up the tents and played football. After dinner, we soon went to bed, with some
falling asleep before others (the boys) found a hedgehog.
It was a fairly early start and when I poked my head out of the tent at seven, it was bucketing down with
rain. I groaned. After breakfast, the rain had cleared up and we were able to pack up the tents. With the
campsite looking reasonably normal, we set off for the event! After a couple of navigational mishaps, we
found it- down a bumpy chalk track through a farmyard. At the sight of so much open land, I was worried
as I was looking forward to some fast forest running. Luckily, I was not disappointed.
We met Torquay Boys in the assembly area and their new tent took a while to construct. Our group found
the face paints and very soon everyone was covered with green flags. As our pack streamed into the warmup field, I felt the familiar butterflies start to flap around in my stomach. I watched our crowd at the start
gradually dissipate and all too soon was my -4 call-up. The clock beeped and I was off. The first control
was in a field, but the rest were in a forest. After a poor route choice to 1, my concentration disappeared and
started to make other bad decisions. Overall, my run was slow, especially my last few controls. After
running around the 'spectator area' for a very long time, I finally found the last few controls and ran into the
finish.
It seemed that I was not the only one who had not had a good run, but some of our team, especially Mary &
Suki (who came 1st and 2nd on the Orange respectively) did excellently!! Other podium positions went to
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Flurry (Orange), Jonty (Lt. Green), Grey (Green), Emily (Green) and Ellie (Green)!! We dominated the
podium throughout the personal awards and as the results were announced, we were all very tense. Coming
second overall on the day was great, but coming first eventually was so much better!! We were a great team
in everything from washing up to the actual competition and I think we definitely earned the trophy!
Meg Sommers
We went up to West Sussex on the day before the event and stayed overnight at a campsite. On the day of
the event we drove to the site (after downing some rather horrible beetroot flavoured hydrating drink things)
and got our numbers and start times. Competitors choose which course they want to do depending on their
ability before the event and get allocated a start time at the event. We didn't know how well we were doing
exactly because whilst we get given our split times and our overall time, we didn't actually get given our
places (1st, 2nd, 3rd etc). The points system works on placing (if you get the best time for your course you
get 100 pts, if you come second you get 99 etc) so the team with the most points overall wins. They only put
up the times once everyone had run. They base the scores on the highest 9 runners in each team, but we were
drawing with BOK, so they went to the tenth person. Unfortunately there was a bug in the software used for
calculating the places, so BOK were actually crowned the winners, but after recounting, we were declared
the winners so we didn't actually know we had won at the event, we only found out the next day via email.
There were also medals for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd in course and gender categories (women's yellow, men's
orange etc)(please note the men and women both run exactly the same course, they are not easier for women
and harder for men). Overall it was a very enjoyable day with face paints, running and cake, and we ended
up with quite a large number of podium places, and obviously winning was amazing, as we came second by
two points last year!
I became involved in the sport through school and gradually built up my confidence in the club. We have the
most amazing coach, Tess Stone. Tess has helped me progress from a yellow to a light green course, and
she is unbelievably dedicated to the sport, encouraging us to reach our full potential in the sport.
I really enjoy orienteering as it both a physically and mentally challenging sport. It has been definitely
worth going for years because all the Yvette Bakers I have been to have been really fun, and it is also a great
way to make friends from other schools. I hope to attend the event next year
Suki Hannan

Photographs from the Yvette Baker Final.
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BIRCH TAILS
I am getting fed up. Another two months pass without any orienteering for me. They attended two days of
the Tamar Triple and my needs were ignored. I was taken to Fernworthy and given a tour of the assembly
area and then a quick walk towards the start, I thought my luck was in, but I was in for a very big
disappointment, I was duly marched back to the car, to sit in it while Roger had his run and Susan helped
with registration. My friend Christine was in the tent and it would have been much better if I could have sat
in there. Susan was a proper wimp, when she had finished at registration it was raining and so she decided
not to go out. We also went to Cookworthy and I was pegged onto the verge by the cars, in the shade as
they went off to enjoy themselves. Roger did take me for a bit of a walk after he had finished.
We then had a proper holiday! The excuse was the British Championships. We travelled up to Newcastle
and spent a couple of nights there before going to the championships. Luckily Susan had contacted the
organiser before we left and managed to arrange that our car was classed as a motor home for the individual
event, all because I was with them! After a bit of an argument with one of the senior members of the
Territorial Army, we were able to get ourselves organised. I was again pegged out in the shade and was able
to watch the world going by up to the start. Susan was very close to her start, but Roger still had a long way
to go, so he set off first and Susan chatted to the man from the TA who promised to look after me while she
was out and a loively lady coach driver from Cumberland who had brought a school group to take part.
When Susan had finished she took me for a walk and I was able to see my friend Carol coming in to the
finish. She is the British Champion! I am very proud to know her.
When Roger had finished and they had collected their thoughts we went to our holiday cottage. Later on in
the week they took me back to Thrunton Wood and I was able to visit some of the control sites and see the
terrain, which was heavy going in places because the heather and whortleberries had not been flattened by
snow over the winter. I could not see why my two had found it so tiring as I was able to progress through
the woods at speed.
We then moved down to the North Yorkshire Moors and stayed in a cabin in Keldy Forest, the site of the
2006 JK. I really enjoyed myself. In the forest I was allowed to exercise at high speed, appearing back with
my people at intervals to check that they were alright. We kept finding old and new permanent control posts
in the woods. When Susan enquired about a map, she was told that they were in the process of redesigning
the course and had not completed it yet.
Since we got home we have been out to Cookworthy and visited some of the control sites that Susan and
Roger had at the Tamar Triple. I find it very difficult to wait until I can go orienteering again!
Hurrah – At Last! Roger took me to the South West Lakes Trust Celebration Day where my friends
Nicholas and Vivienne Maxwell had organised an orienteering event. It was a score event like the one I did
after Christmas, with lots of controls printed on the map and we had to chose the ones to visit and the route
to take. We started off from the start and headed to the first 10 controls in order.
Although it was raining I felt that the best route to number 2 from number 1 was straight across the leat,
while Roger went along a path to a bridge to cross it. I took a brief break at number 6 and did a bit of
exploring as Roger had overshot the control. All went smoothly after that until we reached the road and had
to cross over into the woods along the reservoir when I had to go back on the lead as the traffic was very
busy. We went to numbers 9 and 10 and then headed to no.12 before heading back to the finish. It ended up
with my dragging Roger back along the road to the finish so he would not be late as we only had an hour
When we got back to the finish and downloaded I was disgusted to see Susan walking backwards and
forwards in something called a maze. It didn’t make sense, she was going round in circles!
Birch Hateley
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SUMMARY OF DEVON ORIENTEERING CLUB COMMITTEE MEETING
Held at Chudleigh Town Hall on 2nd July 2014

Tamar Triple
Generally accepted as a success. Alan S has circulated results of the survey which it was accepted may or
may not be representative. what was clear was that there was a wide variance in views over the areas used.
Brian S suggested that overall little would be changed with hindsight and believed that all who helped run
the event should be congratulated
Mapping Group
The minutes of the meeting had been circulated. In general most aspects were considered sensible but two
areas were considered to need amendment
It was thought that the mapping budget should be agreed annually based on the identified needs and the
financial position of the club at the time rather than a straight £2500 PA
Secondly it was considered that the mapping rates should be shown as a guideline as some areas of mapping
would be less or more complex and it would not apply in all cases.
The terms of reference were agreed subject to these two points and the revised details to be published on the
web.
It was noted that the copyright of the map would be with the club which would ensure that if say the mapper
moved away the club would retain the base map. Agreed that contracts for mapping should be the norm for
all.
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The possible mapping areas had been divided up between the members of the mapping group to visit and
report back on at their next meeting in the Autumn..
Finance
Details had been circulated and the balance. showed a considerable reduction compared to a year or two ago.
However quite a bit of one off expenditure was included.
The level of membership subscriptions for 2014/15 were considered and it was agreed that the adult figure
rise to £5 from the current £4. Juniors to remain the same to cut down on administration.
.
Publicity
Bryan S advised that the numbers at the last event remained high with many Independents of all ages which
was a good sign. The need to convert some of those independents to club members must be the ultimate aim.
Next year to target a couple of events in the same way to promote more heavily.
Fixtures
Accepted that we try and get the dates and venues fixed as soon as possible so we can get them on the web
site, especially those up to Christmas. Will try to fit a night events date in with a training day.
.
Agreed that a revision of the rules for the club championships in September is needed If all the controls are
dibbed in less than one hour the score should be increased by the amount of time remaining. i.e if run
completed in 50 minutes divide by 50 and multiply by 60. This means that every person has a chance of
winning. Agreed by all.
AOB
POC’s : Further POC now at Plym bridge
Event safety At recent events we have ran out of registration forms. Agreed that organisers should be
reminded to make sure we have plenty and that they can always ask Roger G to provide.
S.Perrelle
Secretary

EAST DEVON COACHING SESSIONS AND FUTURE SATURDAY EVENTS!!
These happen on a Friday Evening. There a mostly a great bunch of secondary School juniors from Colyton
Grammar School, The Kings School, Sidmouth College and The Woodroffe School. We also have a few
Primary school juniors that come along with their parents and some adults from time to time. These
sessions have a great core of juniors that have been coming to the sessions for nearly3 years, but also a
steady flow of new comers. These sessions have 6 coaches/helpers. Ben Chesters, John Chesters, Ruth
Chesters, Barbara Keenan and Ellie Stone have been essential to keep the sessions running as smoothly as
possible! They have all been important in helping bring the juniors on with their Orienteering techniques
and encouraging them to get to events! Thank you to all of you. We will lose Ellie this September, when
she goes to Carmarthen for an Art Foundation Course.
We vary our locations and work hard each ‘term’ towards the main competition in that time of year, such as
the JK , The Yvette Baker Final and next term the Compass Sport Cup. September will bring a new bunch
of keen participants so going back to basics will also be important for all!
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The Coaching has been very rewarding and having the support around me has been vital to keep it all going.
So thanks guys! To bring them all on and offer something to those who cannot come on a Friday, we hope
to have a series of Saturday afternoon events throughout the year in the Exeter and East Devon Area.
Having them close for the families to get involved with is important and can also be used for a schools
league or night league in the area. This is going to mean having a core of people to plan events and a
multitude of people to orgainise and help out on the day. Susan and Roger Hateley last year very cleverly
got some Schools results together from the few trial events we held last year (there were not too many
parents names in the school results!- It was difficult to filter who was who from the registration forms! ) The
events were very popular with families and believe that this will be the case in the future – the jungle drums
are beating and we need to keep the momentum going if we can!
So please come forward to offer your skills and time!
Many Thanks
Tess Stone

Junior Helpers at Fernworthy

EDITORIAL
Well done to all those who have participated and helped in the recent events. As you can see from the
results the SW middle distance championships held as part of the Tamar Triple saw 11 Devon club members
winning the title of SW Champion.
The event at Fernworthy was supported by many volunteers who gave up long hours to make the event a
success in spite of the rain descending during the afternoon. Many competitors were caught out by the
traffic along the main routes into Devon and many people arrived after the official closing of the start, but
were accommodated. The atmosphere was one of welcome and enthusiasm.
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A few hardy souls managed to make the long trip to Northumberland to take part in the British
Championships. We certainly got our monies worth as the courses were on the long side and physically
tough with very few paths taking competitors in the correct direction and the vegetation showing that the
winter in the North East had been mild and wet. Congratulations to Carol Pearce who managed to overcome
the course length and the vegetation to become the W65 British Champion. The weather was in contrast to
the winter, with warm sunshine and temperatures.
The Yvette Baker event was very exciting with BOK and Devon juniors neck and neck. It is a pity they
were unable to receive the plaudits due to them at the event. I understand that some of those who felt they
had not performed as well as they could felt very depressed on the way back to Devon. Next year we must
try to retain the trophy!
Susan Hateley

FIXTURES IN THE FAR SOUTH WEST
DEVON EVENTS
September
7th
PLEASE NOTE CORRECTION OF VENUE
Club Championships
Fire Beacon and Core Copse, Sidmouth
Organiser
John Pearce.
7th
AGM
Fire Beacon Gottage SY109915
Organiser
Steve Perrelle
October
4th
Dartmoor Long-O Day 1. Dartmoor West
Organiser
Rosie Wych (QO) 01823 451942
See QO events for Day 2.
19th Devon Galoppen
Virtuous Lady
Contact Steve Perrelle for details
25th Come and Try it
Killerton
Afternoon Starts
Contact Tess Stone for details

SX 684691
ST977002

KERNO EVENTS
July
26th

Trelissick Truro

Summer Series

SW83553973

August
16th Cardinham Woods Summer Series

SX100046675

24th

SX08666410

Lanhydrock Summer Series

September
27th Trelissick, Truro. Forest League
October
12th Hayle Towans. Forest League

SW835397
SW579413
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SY109915

QO EVENTS
September
6th
Club Championships Orchard Portman ST249194
October
4th
Dartmoor Long-O

Princetown

12th

Buckland Wood ST182171

Forest League

SX589734

November
9th
Forest League

Cockercombe ST186365

30th

Staple Hill

Forest League

ST245159
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